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If the GM is smiling....What do you do when one of your players can't make it to the game?
When the dice come up ones and cost your entire party their lives? How do you deal with a
player that's taking all of the spotlight from the rest of the group?All these questions and more
are explored in this book. I've been a expert Gamemaster for over a decade, and a player for
even longer. In that time I've seen, experienced and solved a wide array of problems that can
disrupt or even ruin a great campaign.Within these pages you'll find stories and advice on how to
handle all kinds of situations, as well as guidelines to building the settings, characters, and
stories that will become the focal point of grand adventures....it's already too late!





Geoffrey Dowdle, “Fun, Helpful, & Memorable. This one brings back memories. The author
clearly knows his stuff. I hope he writes more.”

Gentleman Adventurer, “A hidden jewel.. Great book. Not only is it extremely helpful, but the
personal stories and anecdotes were absolutely hilarious. The author certainly has a razor sharp
wit. I found myself chuckling and wishing I was there to see or experience some of the
adventures he talks about in the book.Although I had never played some of the games that were
mentioned in the book, the advice definitely transcends the boundaries of any one game.
Hmmm I would call it a hidden jewel.”

Cecilia Hombrados, “This was very helpful!. I am new to this world, and though this was not the
intent of the book. It really helped me get an idea of what to expect and how to conduct myself.
Very well written, and explains things clearly that even a novice like me can understand it. I
enjoyed it, more then I thought I would.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Nice. It's been quite awhile since I've had any experiences in rpgs, but
thanks to this book not only have I found a KILLER website to jump back in again (roll20) but it
has also sparked my imagination to jump through ALOT of hoops create new character(s)”

The book by Claire Babcock O’Connell has a rating of 5 out of 3.9. 5 people have provided
feedback.
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